AlvaiázereCine

I INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL
“FERNANDO LOPES-ALVIÁZERECINE“
1.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The first International Festival of Short Films Fernando Lopes-AlvaiázereCine - I FIFLAC, promoted
by the Municipality of Alvaiázere in the framework of the creation of AlvaiázereCine1, will be taking
place between 10 and 12 December 2021. The I FIFLAC (innovative, dynamic and unique in the
region), will have as main purposes the incentive/disclosure/promotion of cinematographic and
audiovisual works, so as the support of projects and works made by new directors, moreover, the
attraction/training of new public (enabling the sharing of experiences between different agents
participating on the festival).

2.

APPLICATION

2.1 Applications for the I International Festival of short films Fernando Lopes AlvaiázereCine - I
FIFLAC will be opened until November 8, 2021.
2.2 The Festival Organization does not guarantee the visioning and appreciation of short films
received after the deadline.
2.3 Candidates will be notified of the jury selection from November 29, 2021.

3.

ADMISSION

3.1 The first FIFLAC admits to the competition works, without any kind of thematic restriction, in
the following categories:
“Fernando Lopes”
- National Fiction short film;
- National Animation short film;
- National Documental short film;
“Imagine a world without borders”
- International Fiction short film
- International Animation short film
- International Documental short film

AlvaiázereCine is based on a broad program that aims to reiterate the decisive presence of filmmaker Fernando Lopes in the context of Portuguese
cinema and his trajectory from the agricultural interior of the country to becoming, even across borders, one of the most important figures in the past
Portuguese New Cinema, also, highlight its decisive participation in the creation of the Portuguese film club movement.
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O AlvaiázereCine consists of an online training of 150 hours, distributed in 04 hours per week of theoretical classes and 150 hours of filming practice,
in a total of 300 hours. In this training, participants from different countries have the opportunity to experience and embody a complete process of
creating short films, from the preparation of the script to its exhibition (therefore, from pre to post-production).

“Apprentice – It’s in the practice that you learn”
- Short film training
(will imply a description on the application form, of the course/university in which
it has ben produced);
“Video clips”
- Short film in video clips (national and international).
(Observation: The short films produced in Portugal will be accepted and will concur in the
International Category)
3.2 The I FIFLAC also presents a Special Category, in which there will be exhibited three short
films produced in the environment of the training AlvaiázereCine: “TRELA”, “MÁSCARA” e “SE ÉS
POETA...”, which will not be concurring to prizes in this festival.

4.

ELEGIBILITY

4.1 The contest accepts animations, documentaries, fictions and video clips2 produced in either
2020 or 2021, with a maximum length of 30 minutes (including credits).
4.2 Participating works can be produced in any format, however, they must compete in digital
format only and in a suitable quality for the projection. Required formats are: 2K Native (2048 x
1080), 2K Flat (1998 x 1080) or Full HD (1920 x 1080). Compression must be H264 (it can be either .mov
or .mp4), with an AAC audio.
4.3 Each director/producer will have the possibility of submitting up to three works, which may be
entered in the same or in different categories.

5.

PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS

5.1 I FIFLAC will take place in two different versions: in person at Casa M. da Cultura in the
Municipality of Alvaiázere and online through the platform: https://www. festaway.tv
5.2 The participation of representatives of the competing works will be facilitated by the
Municipality of Alvaiázere, which will be providing up to 20 accommodation spots3. However, the
costs for meals and transportation will be participants liability.
5.3 The participation on the Master Classes of I FIFLAC will be online and free of cost, however the
use of the contents produced will need the authorization of the festival organization.
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Video clips participating in the contest will be competing for the public prize only.
Spots available will be given to the first 20 applications.

6.

JURY

6.1 The jury will be made of five professionals and cinema experts. The jury has the competence to
access and award prizes/distinctions.
6.2 Jury members will be announced in due time on the website of the Municipality of Alviázere,
www.cm-alvaiazere.pt.
6.3 For official selection purposes, the organization will be accepting up to 30 short films. The
number of this selection could vary depending on the affluence and the quality of the submitted
works, in case the organization so decides.
6.4 No member of the jury can apply for the purposes of the competition.
6.5 There will be no possibility of appeal concerning the jury deliberations.

7.

PRIZES

7.1 The festival institutes 8 prizes:
a) Best short film of National Fiction: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
b) Best short film of National Animation: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
c) Best short film of National Documentation: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
d) Best short film of International Fiction: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
e) Best short film of International Animation: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
f) Best short film of International Documentation: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
g) Best short film produced in training cinematographic environment: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
h) Public prize: 500€, Trophy and Diploma;
7.2 The jury reserves its right to attribute Honorable Mentions, or to not attribute some of the
prizes/mentions, in case necessary.

8.

APPLICATION

8.1 Applications to the Festival must be submitted through the following platforms, following the
suggested steps:
CLICK FOR FESTIVALS - https://www.clickforfestivals.com/
URL https://www.clickforfestivals.com/fiflac-festival-internacional-fernando-lopes-alvaiazerecine-decurtas-metragens

FILM FREEWAY - https://filmfreeway.com/festivals
URL https://filmfreeway.com/IFESIVALINTERNACIONALFERNANDOLOPESALVIAZERECINEDECURTASMETRAGENS

8.2 The costs associated to the use of the above-mentioned platforms are user’s responsability, as
well as the correct filing of the required Fields to complete the application.
8.3 In case of queries, it is possible to contact the proponent and manager of AlvaiázereCine, Hirton
Fernandes Junior (+351 926 474 226) or Paula Cassiano (+351 236 650 711). Alternatively, it is
possible to send an e-mail to alvaiazerecine@cm-alvaiazere.pt.

9.

ADMISSION

91. It is mandatory to fill all fields of the application form for each film in the competition, on the
page: www.cm-alvaiazere.pt
9.2 In the Application Form online, a link to the visualization of the film must be indicated. Works
published only on Youtube or Vimeo platforms are accepted. Upon registration, the Application
Form must indicate the password of Private Access to the film, given the fact that films submitted
to the competition must not be available to the general public on the internet.
9.3 The link to the film sent in the Application Form must contain subtitles in Portuguese, Spanish
or English, in case the spoken language is not Portuguese;
9.4 After remittance, the application cannot be withdrawn or canceled from the contest
9.5 Given the wide reach of the I FIFLAC audience, and for programming reasons, the short films
aimed at the age group over 18 may be eligible for and exclusion.
9.6 Applications not respecting the above-mentioned requirements are considered excluded.

10. SELECTION
10.1 After the selection notification, and through the solicitation from the organization committee, it
is mandatory to submit the following materials:
a) At least one image of the film in a high resolution digital format;
b) Written authorization of the director/producer/distributor for the exhibition of the work during the
event;
c) EPK’s (Electronic Press-Kit) and Other advertising materials of the film (optional, but equally
important).
10.2 These materials can be submitted either to the Festival e-mail or through the download link.

10.3 The lack of notification of selection by the festival organization at the given date defines that
the film has not been selected to the competition in the I INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL AL FERNANDO
LOPES-ALVAIÁZERECINE of short films. In the meantime, efforts will be made in order to notify all
candidates by e-mail informing them on the status of the film.
10.4 The festival organization reserves the right of exhibiting the excerpts and “teasers” of selected
films in TV channels or via website in order to promote the festival, using maximum 10% of the film
duration.

11. SELECTION CRITERIA
11.1 All competing films will be considered to compete if respecting the admission requirements
described above (2, 3, 8, 9 of I FIFLAC rules) and if applications are submitted correctly.
11.2 The Jury will have to assign a mark in a scale from 0 (zero) to 10 (ten), being 0 the minimum and
10 the maximum.
11.3 Each of the following parameters will need to be considered:
-

Originality;
Technical quality (image/sound/animation);
Quality of the theme and/or narrative;
Quality of representation and/or voiceover;
Quality of achievement.

11.4 Besides the above-mentioned parameters, there could be place to personal observations
regarding the work.

12. FINAL PROVISIONS
12.1 All the material submitted in the pre-selection process will be integrating the arquive of the 1st
FIFLAC, giving the authorization for appropriate cultural and educative purposes to its promotors.
12.2 The copyright holder authorizes the festival organizers to use the films in their activities.
12.3 Excerpts can be used for Festival promotional purposes, so as its use on the Internet,
advertising, or other means. For any other purpose, the Festival will be requesting a written
authorization to the copyright holder.

13. EXCEPTIONS AND UNEXPECTED SITUATIONS
The festival organization reserves the right to consider and decide on any issue missing in this
regulation.

Alvaiázere, October 1, 2021

AlvaiázereCine

